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Abstract 

 

Together with the developing technologies, people who are visually impaired and blind (VI&B) 

have more chance to carry out their daily activities more independent. Thanks to smart 

devices, they have started to integrate society more like everyone else. However, when it 

comes to independent travel by using public transportation, they still face many challenges 

due to limited access to the information and lack of result-oriented design solutions in the 

current systems.   

This thesis aims to explore how the design for the visually impaired and blind people can build 

a better navigation and public transportation experience. During the research process, 

literature reviews and interviews with VI&B people were conducted to understand what issues 

make VI&B people abstain from public transportation, and to investigate what information is 

needed for VI&B people to travel independently in unfamiliar environments.  

 

The result of the literature review and  user research  showed that  people who are visually 

impaired or blind need to access all the information regarding to their physical surroundings, 

correct location of the  stops, correct numbers  and places,  real-time access on timetables, 

maps, and routes to feel safe in their journey. However current transportation systems, smart 

assistive devices, and mobile solutions can’t satisfy all the needs in one place and VI&B people 

still need to ask help from others. 

 
As an end result, to satisfy all the user needs in one place, a standalone design solution was 

proposed to enable VI&B people to use public transportation safely and travel independently 

without relying on other’s help. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
According to the WHO report, globally the number of people of all ages visually impaired is 

estimated to be 285 million, of whom 39 million are blind [1]. It means that this special amount 

of population most of time needs to rely on others for movement, environmental interpretation 

and information processing. 

 

Unfamiliar surrounding without adequate guidance is the one of the main issues for visually 

impaired people. Navigation concern restricts them to use of public transportation and in many 

cases prevent them to access many buildings or places. 

 

When it’s considered that driving motor vehicles is almost impossible for the blind and visually 

impaired people, public transport stands out as an only option to move from one location to 

another since using a taxi or hiring private drivers are not cost-effective to use every time. 

However most of mass transit information is provided by text and visuals and all these 

information without any tactile or audio support is barrier for VI&B people which makes them 

avoid to use public transportation without a company. 

They need to access information regarding to their physical surroundings, the exact location 

of the stops and terminals, correct vehicles, timetables, maps, and routes in order to use public 

transportation in a more effective and secure way. 
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1.1 Goal  

 

Movement is a vital activity for all the people since we always need to change our location in 

one way or another for specific purposes. In conjunction with the rapid urbanization, we need 

to use transport vehicles to go from one point to another, and movement may be a huge hassle 

for the people living in big cities, and VI&B people are the ones who are more affected by the 

difficulties of movement in big cities. 

 

This paper aims to explore hidden aspects of public transportation and needs of VI&B people 

for more independent movement The further study is made to get wider understanding on 

VI&B people’s experiences in their mobility to improve the capability of blind and visually 

impaired people to use public transportation by navigating themselves without relying on other 

people’s help and enhance their user experience in public transportation as safely as possible .  

 

 
1.2 Scope 

 

Since every city has their own urban planning, public transportation systems, and cultural 

dynamics   which people have different habits and experiences in movement within the city, 

this project does not focus on a specific city or a specific public transport system. For this 

reason, although the user research was done in Turkey and Estonia, the outcome of the study 

should be applicable for the current transportation systems regardless of differences in urban 

planning and should be suitable for the all VI&B individuals who want to travel independently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/as%20safely%20as%20possible
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2. METHODOLOGY 
 

In this section, methods and tools used in the research and development phase were 

described. In this thesis, Double Diamond model was followed as a design methodology.   

 

2.1 Double Diamond Model 

 

Double Diamond model is a simple graphical map of design process developed by British 

Design Council. In Double Diamond Model, design process is divided into four distinct phases: 

Discover, Define, Develop and Deliver [2].  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Double Diamond Model adapted from Design Council. 
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2.2 Discover 

 

In this project, the final design is shaped by ongoing iterative research to solve the main 

problem by more user centered approach.  

 

Research process is taken into two parallel phase: 

 

The first phase of the research shows the initial explorations and address the initial problems 

by literature review and in second phase issues and user needs are defined by several 

interviews and group discussions with VI&B people. 

 

 

Figure 2: Research methodology chart 
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2.2.1 Literature Review 

 

Literature including books, research papers, academic journals, peer-reviewed journal articles 

was reviewed to gain more knowledge about the essentials of the research topic. Literature 

review helps to identify the key questions about the topic to discover new angles based on 

the previous studies has been already written. 

 

2.2.2 User Research 

 
Several qualitative interviews are conducted with VI&B people to get an in-depth 

understanding of their experiences in the targeted topic. Information is gathered about their 

overall experiences in the usage of public transportation and independent movement within 

the city.  

 

User research provides a deeper insight to understand the user’s behavior in different 

circumstances and the reasons behind that behaviors. Through the interviews, similarities and 

differences in behavior are pointed out from their experiences to find out the substantial issues 

which help to seek possible design solutions. 

 

2.2.3 Process Mapping 

 

Process mapping is a visualization tool which is using to describe a process by showing all the 

steps and decisions with tasks related to the process.   

 

According to the users’ experiences based on conducted user research, user behaviors and 

regular user flow in the usage of public transportation are mapped out step by step which 

helps to better understand the bottlenecks and improvement areas in the current system. 

 

2.2.4 Issue Mapping 

 

Issue mapping is a problem structuring method [3] using to clarify the issues in the context of 

a particular subject. Issue mapping increases the understanding of the key problems by 

identifying them in common ground. 

 

Issues were described by combining with the user process map based on the user 

experiences. All issues are demonstrated regarding to specific circumstances of the users.  

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_review
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 2.3 Define 
 
In Define phase, outputs gathered from the Discover phase were reviewed and analyzed to 

define the most useful insights.  

By creating personas, different characteristics of the users were described to understand the 

user needs and behaviors in the current public transportation systems and in their navigational 

experiences.  

Based on the user experiences, current issues were prioritized to define the critical user needs 

which help to develop a clear design goal to frame the ideation phase. 

 
2.4 Develop 
 
 
All gathered insights in both Discover and Define phase helped to understand the focus points 

to define a clear design brief which should be also in the same direction of the project aim. 

Based on the user needs and specified design goal, idea generation phase consists of several 

ideas, technology reviews and different sketches which represent the initial phase of the 

conceptual development. 

 

 

2.5 Deliver 
 
 
In delivery phase, the final concept which is addressing the needs of the users were presented. 

 

The aim of the delivery phase is to propose a solution for the potential users to understand 

how proposed solution can help them to overcome the issues and put a framework for the 

future development of the final outcome. 

 

In order to provide a clear understanding of the final concept idea and the technologies, user 

journey is represented by illustrations which shows how the concept satisfy the needs of the 

users in the different level of interaction. 
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3. RESEARCH 
 

3.1 Literature Review 

 

3.1.1 Navigation for visually impaired and blind people 

 

Navigating from one place to another is an indispensable part of people’s lives.  For an 

effective navigation, people must acquire a set of skills such as perceiving the representations 

of the environment in which they travel, positioning and orientation during travel and planning 

of routes by taking several constraints into consideration such as shortest distance, minimum 

travel time and maximum safety [4]. 

 
In the first part of this chapter, navigational capabilities of VI & Blind people are clarified to 

understand the possible limitations and opportunities for the further design solution which was 

initially aimed to ease VI&B people’s navigation and the usage of public transportation 

independently. 

 

In the second part of this chapter, assistive technologies and factors needed for assessing 

adequate assistive technologies are discussed in the aspects of the VI and blind people’s 

navigation. Then, available navigational technologies are reviewed to understand the current 

situation better. 

 
 

3.1.2 Navigation capabilities 

 

Navigation can be a really complex task for the people who have a low vision or loss of vision 

since visual sensory has an important role for humans to understand the space where they are 

moving in. 

 

Sighted people are using both visual and non-visual stimulus during their navigation. Loss of 

vision affects the navigation capabilities of VI&B people adversely since vision provides a solid 

perception about the surroundings by working together with auditory signals.  Since VI&B 

individuals not able to perceive visual signals, they need to adopt a compensatory mechanism 

to enhance their navigation skills, so auditory perceptions play a compensative role for lack of 

visual perception in blind people to perceive the representation of the environment.  However 

visual sensory system provides more precise information regarding to perception of distance 
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than the auditory sensory [5]. Therefore multisensory perception has a critical impact on the 

understanding of the environment since all sensory inputs are converged on multisensory 

areas of the partial cortex of the brain to perceive the external and internal space [6]. 

 
Methods of navigation can be classified in terms of the information used: position, velocity  or 

acceleration [5]. 

 

In Position- based navigation, external stimulations are used to give indications about the 

navigator’s position and orientation. These stimulations include tactile and auditory information 

and the visual signals are mainly used to determine the distance and routes [5]. 

 

Even the main aim of the navigation is same for both VI&B and sighted people which is safely 

arriving at the endpoint from a starting point, environmental interpretations during navigation 

process are different for VI&B people comparing with the sighted people since VI&B people 

are devoid of the advantages of spatial information available from the vision. 

 

Sighted people mainly use their visual perception to guide their movement by constantly 

observing the surroundings to calculate the distance, and navigate a route to arrive at the 

target destination in a shorter and safer way.  For the places where they are already familiar 

with the environment, they even don’t pay a huge attention to what they hear from their 

surroundings since they already keep away from the obstacles around them [7]. 

 
In acceleration-based techniques (which is also called as path integration), navigation does not 

require external stimulations and landmarks, It uses acceleration of the traveler to determine 

the displacement in reference to the initial orientation and position [5]. 

 

When the components of navigation are considered in terms of the lack of vision, navigation 

of the VI&B people is classified under the five generic process: Sensing, creating a trace of the 

route, forming a survey representation of the disposition or layout of spatial features, 

computing desired trajectories, and executing those trajectories [5]. 

 

For an effective navigation, VI&B people need to be aware of their surroundings during their 

independent travel. They need to manage all related navigational task during their 

independent travel which includes recognizing obstacles along their route, interoperating 

traffic signs, identifying the roads, finding the bus stops and all other tasks related with their 

navigation. They also need to trace their current position and orientation subject to the 

destination where they would like to arrive in.  
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When we consider  all these cognitive tasks which need conscious problem solving in every 

moment, it’s clear to say that sighted people have much more advantages than VI&B people 

to solve this problems vision enables them to solve these problems with less cognitive way.  

Navigation based on vision can be described as a perceptual process however blind 

navigation is a more demanding process which needs more cognitive resources [7]. 

 

Vision also provides several cues for people to identify their location by using landmarks in the 

environment such as tall buildings, street and traffic signs, big trees, etc. However visually 

impaired and blind people are not able to access all these environmental cues and they need 

to rely on non-visual sources and by comparison with cues based on vision, non-visual cues 

are not often reliable to provide accurate solutions for their position and orientation. Since 

navigation is working more effectively with visual cues, other sensory perceptions like auditory 

and tactile are giving less accurate information regarding distances, directions, layouts of the 

environment, etc. Lack of access to vision-based cues results in many difficulties and 

disadvantages for VI&B people compared to sighted people. Because of this reason, usage of 

assistive technologies for navigation has a crucial importance to help VI&B people to access 

same environmental information available to their sighted peers [7]. 

 

In the following chapter, existing assistive technologies which are available for VI & Blind 

people are investigated to understand how they benefit from these technologies in terms of 

the navigation. Then, methods of assistive technologies are reviewed to understand different 

kinds of conceptual models which provide a framework to understand the outcomes for an 

adequate assistive technology system. 

 

3.1.3 Assistive Technologies 

 

According to the United States Assistive Technology Act of 1998, assistive technology is 

described as “any item, piece of equipment, or product system, whether acquired 

commercially, modified, or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve 

functional capabilities of individuals with disabilities.” [8]. 

 

Assistive products improve an individual’s functioning and independence by enhancing their 

well-being. Without assistive technology, people are often excluded, isolated, and locked into 

poverty [9]. 

 

Accessing the information is becoming more crucial for the person’s life to adopt the society 

in a fast-paced environment. Together with the developing technologies, handling daily duties 

for a person is becoming more automated to ease the life and to overcome the issues with 

less hassle. Even though technology has a significant power to enable people to access huge 
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variety of information to interpret in a short time period, access to the information is a still 

challenge for a visually impaired person since majority of the information is acquired by visual 

channels or technology still can’t provide an equal access to the information for a VI&B person. 

 

Assistive technologies enable VI&B people to ease their access to the information’s and 

increase their social capabilities and possibilities at same level as sighted people have. 

 

However interpreting information and way of usage of it can vary from one person to another 

since VI&B people as users of assistive technologies can also vary depending on their level of 

visual impairment, skills, interests and characteristics. 

 

 

3.1.4 Existing Assistive Technologies 

 

Since this research aims to explore hidden aspects of public transportation and needs of VI&B 

people for more independent movement, some of the main technologies are investigated to 

understand how these existing technologies help VI&B in terms of navigation and public 

transportation.   

 

There are many assistive technologies and products worldwide have been specifically 

developed for visually impaired individuals today. However most of are not affordable for 

everybody due to their high cost since about 90% of the world’s 285 million visually impaired 

people live in low-income settings [10]. 

 

Most of the VI&B people benefit from white canes and guide dogs for their mobility and daily 

duties [7]. 

 

White cane is a mobility tool used by VI&B people for recognizing obstacles, identifying the 

elevations on the route of movement and localizing the objects. Since VI&B have lack of vision, 

perceiving distance to the objects is mainly carried out by the auditory perception. Auditory 

information is both available as direct sounds from the sound sources and reflecting sounds 

from the objects around. Reflecting sounds created by tapping with the white cane enable 

VI&B people to identify the obstacles and objects in wider proximity [11].  White cane is the 

most popular navigation tool since it is the simplest and cheapest solution for VI&B people’s 

mobility.  However, it does not satisfy all the needed information which are perceived by eyes 

and are necessary for the perception and mobility during navigation. [12] 
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Guide dogs are trained animals which serve VI&B people for the same purpose as the white 

cane. They enable VI&B people to travel safely by guiding them around obstacles along the 

streets and public places. However, guide dogs and white canes are most effective to detect 

the proximal cues but have limitations to detect obstacles which are not on the ground level 

and cannot provide information about the user’s position and orientation in the environment 

[7]. 

 

White cane is the most popular navigation tool since it is the simplest and cheapest solution 

for VI&B people’s mobility.  However it does not satisfy all the needed information which is 

perceived by eyes and are necessary for the perception and mobility during navigation [12]. 

 

Together with the emerging technologies, variety of devices  have been developed which help 

VI&B people for their navigation to extend the supports which are provided by the help of 

guide dogs and white canes. Although most of the technological devices can’t substitute the 

well-trained guide dogs or use of cane stick, they ease VI&B people’s navigation and 

orientation in unfamiliar environments and situations [13].  

 

Electronic systems which are used for VI&B people’s navigation can be classified into three 
main groups: 
  

 ETAs (Electronic Travel Aids)  
 EOAs  (Electronic Orientation Aids)   
 PLDs (Position Locator Devices) [14]. 

 
 

Electronic travel aids are devices which are mainly used for obstacle detection to assist VI&B 

to avoid obstacles. Electronic travel aids can be classified based on the information collected 

from the environment and how this information is perceived by the user. VI&B people can be 

informed by auditory or tactile senses and also Information can be received with cameras, 

sonars and laser scanners [14]. 

 
Electronic orientation aids provide orientation for VI&B people to find their way in unknown 

environment. EOA systems requires environmental information to identify the unfamiliar 

environment.  

 

EOA systems usually include camera or/and sensors to gather more information regarding 

surroundings. EOA systems require more complex computing to be carried out as a 

lightweight and real-time guidance device [15]. 
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Position locator devices are used to determine the user’s position which include technologies 

like GPS, GIS, etc. For VI&B people, navigation systems based on GPS and GIS with user input 

find the current location and can give notification to VI&B people when they arrive at their 

destination point [15]. 

 

To provide more understanding for the technologies which help VI&B people to navigate and 

to use public transportation,  technology research is mainly focused on orientation and position 

rather than obstacle detection since this project aims to provide better public transportation 

experience for VI&B people’s navigation. 

 

 

3.1.5 GPS Based Technologies 

 

GPS (Global Positioning System) is a satellite-based navigation system which provides 

information regarding to user’s location almost anywhere in the world. GPS-based navigation 

systems are used as orientation aid since satellites give position information in real-time even 

users are moving. 

 

During moving, to determine the position of the users, GPS devices receive unique signals 

from multiple satellites, and GPS receivers use this information to triangulate and calculate the 

user’s position. GPS receivers measure the distance to each satellite by calculating time spent 

for receiving transmitted signals [7]. 

 

During movement, the information provided by the GPS systems help VI&B people to improve 

their orientation performance and increase their confidence to travel independently. GPS 

technology can be also used to explore the routes when users are not moving. Since GPS 

based systems can provide wide range of orientation information, GPS devices have huge 

potential and advantage to solve the orientation issues which are not fulfilled by the other 

navigational technologies [7]. 

 
However, GPS devices can also provide limited information to identify the accurate location in 

some certain cases.  GPS devices which are currently available and specifically designed for 

VI&B people is that they require to use with uploaded map to identify the location of the users 

relative to their surroundings. Thus these maps should be frequently updated to receive 

accurate results about the surroundings of determined location. Since GPS technology 

requires to receive signals from satellites, current GPS devices can only use outdoor navigation 

and not giving precise results in indoor because these signals are not able to going through 

thicker materials like  stone, metal, concrete, etc.  However, this issue can’t be a limitation for 

the aim of this project since outdoor navigation and public transportation is the main focus of 

this project.  
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There are many GPS devices available which can be used as stand-alone devices and also 

can be integrated into other devices like smartphones, tablets, watches and other mobile 

devices. To better understand the different functionalities of GPS devices, some of the main 

GPS based assistive technologies and devices which are currently available for VI&B are 

reviewed. 

 
Trekker Breeze is one of the standalone GPS device produced by HumanWare Inc. which is 

specifically designed for VI&B people. System determines the position of VI&B via GPS and 

correlates the location with the digital maps which are installed on a digital storage card based 

on the region choice of VI&B people. Users are able to record their routes during movement 

and system navigates VI&B people by step by step instructions and it verbally announces 

information regarding to intersections, streets and other landmarks in surroundings. The 

system also enables users to record their landmarks to mark as reference points along their 

travel route and these points are automatically announced next time when users pass by. 

Breeze also provides points of interest which users can their own points and record a voice 

message to describe the points which are classified by categories like shopping malls, 

restaurants, parks, recreation areas, etc. Users can create their own routes and can also delete 

them later [16]. 

 

BrailleNote GPS is another standalone GPS device  developed by Sendero Group which is 

closely associated with HumanWare which produces BrailleNote product family. Many of the 

core features of BrailleNote GPS are similar with Trekker Breeze, however in BraileNote GPS, 

GPS receiver work together with BrailleNote which is a computer and notetaker produced by 

Humanware for VI&B people. With a GPS receiver which is size of a small mobile device, 

BrailleNote GPS use GPS network to determine the user’s position and points of interest in their 

surroundings and guide and inform VI&B people verbally from the speech synthesizer. 

BrailleNote GPS enable users to install multiple maps in multiple regions and it also provides 

a context-sensitive help menu which is already familiar to use for BrailleNote users. In 

BrailleNote GPS users are also able to create, store, and remove their vehicle and pedestrian 

routes [16]. 

 

Standalone GPS devices stand as good solutions to help VI&B people’s orientation however 

they have some limitations for the users in terms of its cost and maintenance. Even the cost 

of the accessible software may not be very high, adaptive hardware can be very expensive 

and users also need to periodically  update their maps and they need to buy new databases 

and maps which can be quite costly for the users [7]. So in that sense, using an Android or 

iOS smartphone can be a better alternative to stand-alone GPS device since they can also 

provide other assistive features and also can provide more accurate information for 

navigation. While  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_appliance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_synthesizer
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stand-alone devices use GPS exclusively to calculate the user’s position. Smartphone GPS 

receiver can also use the location of the phone cell towers and updated maps of Wi-Fi radio 

hotspots which helps to improve the accuracy [17]. 

 

To better understand how smartphones can be used as GPS devices for VI&B, some of the 

accessible GPS applications for iOS and Android systems were reviewed. 

 

Blindsquare is one of the most popular GPS based iOS application specifically developed for 

the VI&B people. It determines the user location by using iOS device’s GPS functionality and 

looks information about user’s surroundings on Foursquare and Open Street Map. It describes 

the environment during the travel by giving information about street intersections and points 

of interest by using speech synthesizer. BlindSquare enables users to use it through an audio 

menu by using headset or speaker which is supported by the iOS device. Thus, users don’t 

need to touch the screens to use BlindSquare during their travel. By shaking the device users 

are able to hear their current location and address and they are informed about their 

surroundings such as street intersections and venues. By tracking the destination, it gives 

information about the direction and the distance while users are moving. Users are also able 

to mark their positions during their travel and later they can get information about the marked 

location to find it again. BlindSquare does not require any other accessories to use the 

application however it’s crucial to hear the voice from the device. Thus bone conduction 

headphones should be considered to use since those are not covering the ears and users are 

still able to hear other external sounds during their travel [18]. 

 

Ariadne GPS is another application for iOS devices which helps VI&B to determine their location 

and informs them about their surroundings. Ariadne GPS also enables users to have a mental 

view of their surroundings by tapping the screen with their finger. Position of the users are 

placed on the center of screen and users are able to get information via VoiceOver (Screen 

reader built in iOS) by moving the finger on the screen. By moving the finger to top half of the 

screen, users get information about the places in front of them and by moving the bottom half, 

they get information about what there is behind them. In this way, they create a mental map 

of the region [19]. 

 

 

There are also several GPS based applications for Android devices specifically developed for 

VI&B people such as Nearby Explorer, NowNav and NotNav. These applications also serve 

VI&B people for the same purposes as others by using GPS  and give  real-time information 

about user’s surroundings.  
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3.1.6 Assistive Technology Models 

 

To design an adequate assistive technology system, AT practitioners use different kinds of 

conceptual models to provide a framework to understand the AT outcomes.  

 

A conceptual model can answer the essential questions posed by evidence-based practices 

e.g. how do AT outcomes vary with different populations of end users who have a range of 

contextual circumstances [20]. 

 

Method of assessing the adequate technology and the user is a procedure used to determine 

the outcomes of implementing adequate technology to the user in a defined environment. It 

consists of three main components: user, technology, and environment [21]. 

 

To understand the assistive technology systems, two conceptual model HAAT (human activity 

assistive technology) model and CAT (Comprehensive Assistive Technology) model are 

reviewed. 

 

 

3.1.6.1 HAAT (Human Activity Assistive Technology) 

 

Human Activity Assistive Technology is a model which provides a framework to understand 

the assistive technology systems for the life of people who have disabilities.  This model is 

firstly mentioned by Cook and Hussey (2002) by adopting from Bailey’s (1996) human 

performance model. 

 

HAAT model mainly defines the Assistive Technology system in terms of the user who is 

performing activities by using Assistive Technology device in a given context. 

 
 
 
HAAT model includes four components: 
 

Human: User which is placed in the center of the model. According to HAAT model, human is 

defined in terms of hereditary abilities, learned skills and its’ level of competency. 

 
Context:  Environment in which the user and AT performing their activities. HAAT model 

describes the environment based on physical and social contexts. 

 
 
Activity: Process of the work which is performed by the user.  Activity is defined as the essential 

element of the HAAT model since it shapes the overall aim of the assistive technology system.   
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Assistive technology: Device, product or system which improves the user’s functional 

performances to overcome the contextual issues in the presence of disabilities. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: HAAT model adapted from Cook and Hussey (2002). 

 

 

3.1.6.2 Comprehensive Assistive Technology (CAT) model 

 

Comprehensive Assistive Technology model is introduced by the authors (Hersh and Johnson, 

2007) which is developed out from HAAT modeling framework introduced by authors (Cook 

and Hussey, 2002). 

 

CAT model gives a comprehensive description of the assistive technology system 

represented by a tree structure diagram which has limited number of variables in each branch. 

First and the highest level of the diagram branches in terms of the four components of HAAT 

model which are Human, Context, Activities, and Assistive technology system. 

 

Hersh and Johnson claimed that CAT modeling provides a generic and flexible framework for 

the classification, development, assessment, and matching of technology to the user. This 

framework consists all the main components, including the social and engineering aspects of 

assistive technology [22]. 
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Figure 4: CAT model adapted from Hesh and Johnson (2008) 

 

3.2 User Research 

 

3.2.1 Goal & Objective  

 

To better understand the behavior of the VI&B people and get an overall insight into the topic, 

interviews were conducted with 5 different VI&B people in Turkey and Estonia. 

The objective of the interviews was to understand their experiences in the usage of public 

transportation and in situations when they navigate themselves alone. 

 

3.2.2 Setup 

 

Individual and group interviews were conducted in a semi-structured manner to encourage 

the participant to share their experiences and express their feelings in their own terms.   

Participants were selected based on the different characteristic of vision covering visually 

impaired, acquired blind and congenitally blind which they have diverse understanding and 

habits in their experiences regarding interpreting their surroundings. 

Asking open-ended questions to participants which are in the frame of the defined topic 

provide better insight to understand not only their behaviors but also reasons behind their 

behaviors. 
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3.2.3 Interview 1  

 

The interview was conducted with four participants who are the member of Association of 

Blinds of Turkey in Istanbul.  

 

The interviews took place in groups which enabled the participant to share their experiences 

and built on each other’s ideas, in this way, it’s a better chance to learn more about the meaning 

behind their experiences and behavior. 

 

According to the information received from the association that user behaviors and 

experiences in the usage of public transportation in Istanbul varies from the other cities in 

Turkey because of different dynamics such as the amount of population, traffic conditions, and 

city planning. Because of that, interview discussion mostly shaped around VI&B people’s  

experiences living in Istanbul to hear and understand their experiences from the first hand. 

 

Blind community in Istanbul is actively using public transportation system and they are also 

actively working to improve the system to make it accessible for everybody within the city. 

However, they still face many challenges and difficulties related to their mobility within the city 

and public transportation system itself. 

 
Some of the main issues are described below: 
 

 Since most of the bus stops don’t’ provide information by voice or braille, VI&B people 

have difficulties to access the accurate information regarding their bus arrival times 

and need to ask other people around them.  

 

 Announcing systems inside the bus are manually controlled by the drivers. In case that 

drivers forgot to activate the system, then VI&B people are not able to get information 

regarding the next bus stops and their current location. 

 
 

 Level of verbal announcements using inside the bus is not enough to be heard from 

outside of the bus. Lack of verbal announcement to outside makes harder to recognize 

the correct bus for VI&B passengers at the bus stops. 
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 Depending on the brand, interior design of the bus may differ from one to another. 

Because of the differences in placement of the seats, ticket validation machines and 

warning buttons, VI&B passengers may need help from drivers or other passengers to 

validate their tickets or find a proper seat. 

 

 VI&B people also face several difficulties to understand the traffic environment such 

as traffic lights and pedestrian roads because of lacking audio warning systems in the 

traffic environment.  

 

In current public transportation system in Istanbul, there are several mobile applications and 

services are available which help VI&B people to ease their mobility. 

 

Mobiett is one of the most used mobile application in Istanbul which is giving real-time 

information about nearby stops, routes, schedules and estimated arrival times of busses by 

using the geo-location of the users.  However, results are not every time accurate since traffic 

conditions are depending and changing in big cities. So that, VI&B people still need to rely on 

others help to receive accurate information in several cases. 

Another service which VI&B people are mainly using in Istanbul is ‘’ALO 153’’ which is a call 

center service helping people about their claims, suggestions, and questions regarding issues 

within the city. In terms of navigation and public transportation within the city, VI&B people 

mainly use this service to receive information about the routes, schedules, bus arrival times or 

reporting the issues related to the public transportation. However in urgent cases, receiving 

help from a call center may not be a quick solution for their needs. 

Another ongoing project called ‘’Konsept Akıllı Durak’’  which is Smart Bus Stops planning to  

implemented several locations within the city which covers many services in one station such 

as real-time  information showing schedules, bus numbers routes, communication service 

which people can ask questions and receive real-time information, charging units, Wi-Fi 

connections, auditory information and etc. However it is currently implemented in only one 

stop as a pilot project. 
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3.2.4 Interview 2 

 

Phone interview conducted with K.A. an acquired blind person living in Estonia. 

Since she experiences blindness after some period of her life, she has both advantages and 

disadvantages regarding manage her daily tasks when comparing the congenitally blind 

people. 

Safe navigation is one of the main concern for her like other visually impaired and blind people.   

Since she keeps the advantage of environmental interpretation in her visual memory coming 

from experiences in her sighted period of life, she feel comfortable to do her daily tasks like 

going to the supermarket, visiting friends and going to the hospital or other public buildings 

which are the familiar places she has experienced before. 

However, when it comes to the new places or locations she thinks that she is not as good as 

congenitally blind people to find new locations and navigate herself alone since she has spent 

her long period of life with her eyes to interpret the surroundings and now rightfully it takes 

time to adopt the environment by using only tactile and auditory perceptions. 

Besides that personal reason which creates a feeling of insecurity, there are several reasons 

prevent her to travel alone and use public transportation without any assistance and company. 

 

Issues she noticed in her experiences are described below: 

 

 People usually know where the nearby bus stop is in their living environment however 

auditory support is needed to understand which bus is coming and what time they 

arrive at the stop. 

 

 Lack of audio information on the street, pedestrian road or traffic light to receive 

information about the current location. 

 

 Design issues related with steps in the bus which has huge height to step. 

 
 

 Bus not boarding in a standard place at the stop which makes difficult to find the door 

easily. 
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 Hard to hear sound assistance on the traffic light in case of noise pollution at the 

crowded street. 

 

 Traveling alone brings some difficulties which can be dangerous for the blind person 

such as undetected obstacles and inconvenient pavement structure cause becoming 

seriously injured. 

 

 For a blind person traveling alone, other people behavior can be also frightening when 

they touch/disturb them to try to help without their permission. 

 
 

That variety of reasons are converged on one main concern; Security. 

Because of the security concern she mostly prefers staying home instead of going out or using 

taxi if she want to go somewhere. Because she thinks that it is easier and safer way to go 

somewhere which eliminates the other negative possibilities like getting lost, getting injured, 

getting a wrong public vehicle, wasting time, etc. However the taxi also may not be an 

affordable and accessible option for her every time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tureng.com/tr/turkce-ingilizce/frightening
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4. PERSONA 
 
 
Personas are fictional representations of the potential users of a product, service or a system 

which are created based on quantitative and qualitative research. Persona creation is a useful 

design thinking approach to understand user’s experiences, behaviors, needs, and aims.  Since 

different users have different needs and expectations, creating personas helps to understand 

the research by identifying with the users and it contributes to ideation process to achieve the 

aim of good user experience for the target user group.  

 
Based on the results of researches and interviews conducted with VI&B people, they have 

nearly common issues and needs in their public transportation and navigation experiences. 

However, their personalities show some main differences which provide a deeper 

understanding of the needs of the potential users which shapes the ideation phase in a more 

user-centered way. According to these differences in the personalities, potential users can be 

classified into two main groups: 

 

The first group represents the blind and visual impaired people who are less adventurous and 

often rely on the external helps for the tasks they feel uncomfortable or less confident to do. 

They generally feel confident in the environment that they already experienced. They can 

independently meet their daily needs like going to the supermarket, going for a walk in these 

environments where they are already familiar the surrounding.  However when it comes to the 

new places and unfamiliar environments they generally don’t prefer travel alone and need to 

ask help from close relatives or good friends to be a travel partner during their travel in new 

places. 

 

The second group of people represents the blind and visual impaired people who are more 

adventurous and tend to travel alone with their own efforts. They generally don’t hesitate to 

explore new places and travel independently within the unfamiliar environments. Comparing 

with the first group, they need less external help to explore the unknown things and feel 

comfortable to ask help from the people around them if it’s needed.  

 

Based on the user interviews and process-issue analysis, two different personas were created 

to better understand the common needs and expectations of both user groups which help to 

build a better user experience in the design phase. 
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4.1 Persona 1 
 

 

 Bob 

 
  ‘’ I hate the situation that  
  somebody tries to help me  
 without my permission ’’ 
 
 
 
 

Bob is 32 years old blind man who became blind after his 25 years old.  

 
He is a technology enthusiast who tries new technological devices and can quickly learn how 

those devices work. Despite the fact that he is actively using smart devices for outdoor 

navigation, he still has to rely on other people around him when he wants to travel to places 

where he is not familiar with the surroundings. He does not feel comfortable and safe when 

he uses public transportation alone. 

 
Goals 
 

 Being able to travel independently in new environments. 

 Feel safe and comfortable when using public transportation. 

 

 
Frustrations 
 

 Getting injured when using public transportation. 

 Getting lost in unknown places. 

 Unnecessary contacts with other people when need a help. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 5: Bob 
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4.2 Persona 2 
 

 

 Katlin 

 
 ‘’ I like to discover new places, 
  and always try to encourage myself   
 to be more independent ’’ 
 
 
 
 

 
Katlin is 28 years old congenitally blind woman who uses a guide dog to help her mobility.  

 
She is a social and adventurous person who does not hesitate to travel alone and interact with 

her surroundings. However, she would like to use public transportation more independent and 

to do that she needs to access all kind of information related to public transportation and her 

surroundings. 

 
Goals 
 

 Accessing all needed information regarding public transportation and surroundings. 
 

 Being more independent to go new places by using public transportation. 
 
 
Frustrations 
 

 Time consuming travel process with public transportation.  
 

 Unreliable information gathering from others. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Katlin 
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5. INSIGHTS  
 

5.1 User experience flow   

 

According to the interview conducted with visually impaired and blind people in Turkey and 

Estonia, even the differences in the public transportation system in both countries,  all 

participants have nearly similar behaviors in their travel journey by public transportation. 

The data gathered by literature and user research was combined and analyzed with personas 

which represent two main user groups defined in the previous chapter. 

User behaviors and experiences are described and needs are prioritized to define the most 

meaningful issues of the users. This process supported to create a clear brief which will guide 

the ideation phase. 

According to the user experiences gathered from the interviews and the research, user journey 

for both user groups can be described under the four main consecutive steps: 

 

 Planning 

 Before  boarding  

 Boarding & travel 

 After travel 

 

5.1.1 Planning 

Planning phase is covering all steps from deciding to the destination to finding the correct stop. 

All participants are planning their journey firstly by asking the location to their friends or 

relatives to confirm the correct address. They always share their negative or positive 

experiences regarding destination and related public transportation in that route.  

Using internet and mobile apps also common to search the main destination, routes, schedule 

and possible transport options, however this still stands out as a secondary option for initial 

planning to plan the trip since friends and relatives are still thought as a more reliable source 

of information which is giving more sense of security by hearing their previous experiences.  
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Online maps and navigation applications are generally used to find the target location, 

however, those might not giving accurate results in every case and finding the correct bus stop 

or place without assistance may be a big challenge in complex places.  So in that case, asking 

help from the people around is the one solution to find the exact location of the stop or place. 

 

5.1.2 Before boarding 

Before boarding phase is covering all steps from arriving to correct stop to boarding to the bus 

which is the time period for waiting and finding the correct vehicle, ticketing etc. 

Participants mentioned that they generally have their tickets or already pop-up their transport 

card before get the public vehicle however in case of lacking ticket or out of credit in their 

transport card, finding ticket machine in unfamiliar places can be a challenge without help 

because those machines are not available in every stops either those can be located in 

different places.  

Information about the bus arrival times, routes, numbers etc. might be an issue since auditory 

support is not always available at stops either inside the many busses.  

During that time they need to ask help from the people to get informed about their bus 

however in case of nobody at stop except them, then it might result with missing the bus either 

taking the wrong bus. 

 

5.1.3 Boarding & travel 

This phase covering all steps from getting in the bus till getting off the bus. 

After taking the bus, validation of the ticket is another issue since placement of ticket validation 

machines can vary from one vehicle to another. In many cases they need an assistant to find 

validation machines inside the bus and, it might result in time waste which can make other 

passengers get angry in crowded places. 

The auditory announcement is the essential part of the bus to follow the upcoming bus stops 

and current location. However inadequate announcements, low volume levels or lack of audio 

support cause VI&B people to miss their stop either getting off in wrong stop. They need to 

rely on other passengers to get the more accurate information regarding the bus stops. 
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5.1.4 After travel 

This phase covering all the steps starting from getting off the bus until finding the target 

destination. 

Getting out at a wrong bus stop, may result in starting all these processes from the beginning. 

This extra afford causes huge time waste to arrive the target location and makes the process 

more complicated if they are in the unfamiliar environment. 

After getting out at the correct stop, next step is finding the final destination by using mobile 

applications or online maps to navigate themselves correctly, or asking other people to get the 

right direction. And this step is generally easier to handle than previous steps if they don’t have 

to use another public transportation to get the final destination. 

 

Regular user flow is shown in the figure below: 

 

Figure 7: User’s process flow when using public transportation 
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5.2 Issues 

Interview results showed that VI&B people have nearly common challenges facing in their 

public transportation experiences.  

According to those experiences, issues related to public transportation and movement is 

classified under the four main concerns: 

 

 Scheduling 

 Location 

 Identification 

 Safety 

 

To find out the possible opportunities coming from the challenges, all the single issues are 

listed under each section, then they were analyzed with the personas to find out the main 

needs of the users. 

 

 

5.2.1 Scheduling 

 

Access to all kind of public transportation schedule information is one of the important parts 

of a well-planned travel. Based on the provided schedule information, travelers try to find 

optimum solutions to arrive their target destinations with a minimum time spent. However, 

most of mass transit information is provided by text and visuals and it poses an obstacle for 

VI&B people to access the information at first hand. Insufficient information access results in 

inadequate travel planning and loss of time for VI&B travelers. 

Based on the user interviews, participants mentioned that they experience many of the 

scheduling issues when they use public buses in comparison to their experiences in subway 

or railway since schedules in road transport more rely on the traffic conditions. 
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Based on the user experiences, issues related to scheduling are described below: 

 

 Lack of auditory information for public transportation schedules at stops. 

 Change in transportation schedule based on traffic conditions. 

 Lack of braille information at the stops. 

 Lack of information regarding estimated arrival times of the bus. 

Since both user personas aim to travel more independent, all issues point out one common 

need for both personas:  They need to real-time access to information of the transport 

schedules which enables them to travel with less external support. To provide a sufficient 

information to VI&B users, tactile and auditory perceptions should be considered. Information 

provided by voice has much more advantages than braille to enable VI&B to access 

information anytime and anywhere. 

 

5.2.2 Location 

 

During all phase of the travel (Described in Chapter 5), being aware of surroundings is critical 

for VI&B people. Since they are not able to use their visual perception, they face several issues 

to find the locations.  

These issues are listed below: 

 Lack of audio information regarding the current location where VI&B people 

are. 

 Difficulties to find the correct stop and vehicle in new places.  

 Missing some stops during the journey because of limited and insufficient 

guidance and information in public transportation. 

 Relying on other people to find the new addresses and routes. 

 Changes in location of the stops. 

 

When all the issues mentioned above are considered, VI&B people need to determine their 

current location without asking by other people around them. To identify the locations, VI&B 

get support from assistive devices and smartphones by using GPS based mobile applications 

and maps. However GPS based navigations can’t fully satisfy their needs since those might 

not give accurate solutions in small distances. Because of that new design solution should 

provide more accurate information regarding location of the bus stops and surroundings. 
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5.2.3 Identification 

 

Issues related to identification can be mainly described as challenges facing to identify the 

transport vehicles and every kind of stimulus which help to VI&B people during their travel.   

Following issues are notified by VI&B people during their travel by public transportation: 

 

 Difficulties in identifying correct bus in its correct departure place. 

 Non-automated announcing systems inside the vehicles. 

 Lack of announcing systems outside of the vehicles. 

 Insufficient announcing systems which is manually controlled by the drivers. 

 Inadequate level of sounds in announces which is hard to hear. 

 Non-standardized ticket validation machines inside the vehicles which cause 

waste of time and make other passengers angry. 

 

Those issues point out that information access and sufficient guidance are crucial to correctly 

identify the vehicles, bus stops and any other external stimulus which help VI&B people’s 

navigation and orientation. Information provided by the voice inside and outside of the 

transport vehicles plays an important role to guide VI&B people. To satisfy this need, a personal 

announcing/information system is required which is not affected by external factors such as 

excessive noise in the environment, driver and passenger behaviors and other difficulties 

arising from the design of the vehicle. 

 

5.2.4 Safety 

 

Safety issues can arise from the physical structure of the transport vehicle, insufficient 

transportation system and also from the mentioned first three concern which can lead to a 

variety of safety issues.  

All safety issues are listed as below:   

 Non-standardized warning buttons inside the vehicles. 
 Non-standardized interior design for vehicles. 
 Occupied seats by non-disabled people. 
 Automatic door which is manually controlled by drivers. 
 High steps in the entrance of the vehicles. 
 Unfriendly driver behaviors and disrespectful passenger attitudes. 
 Lack of audio information regarding traffic signs and obstacles around. 
 Drivers who are not aware of VI&B people inside the bus and at bus stops. 
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According to both user personas, safety is one of the main factors to be encouraged for using 

public transportation independently. When all the issues are considered according to their 

importance and relevance, VI&B people would like to be recognized by the driver during their 

boarding, travel and the time when they are leaving the bus.  

Drivers notified about the VI&B passenger contribute to a safer travel experience for VI&B 

people and it constantly helps to eliminate the hazards caused by the driver mistakes.  

So that, VI&B need a system which notifies the driver about their departure and arrival stops to 

ensure their travel. 

 

5.3 Needs 

 

User needs are defined by considering all the issues described in each section and 

characteristics of the user personas. User needs reveal some main functional requirements 

which help to concept generation process to find the optimum design solution. 

Main user needs which are essential for a better public transportation and navigation 

experience are described below: 

 

 Real-time access to information of transport schedules, arrival times, delays, locations, 

routes and all other transportation-related information which are needed during travel 

 
 

 A voice-based personal announcing/information system which is not affected by 

other external voices and noises in the environment. 

 

 A system which notifies the driver about VI&B people’s departure and arrival stop to 

ensure their travel and safety. 

 
 A system which gives more accurate information about nearby bus stop and 

surroundings. 

 
 Hands-free ticketing solution for more comfortable and easier boarding experience in 

transport vehicles. 
 

 A stand-alone solution which does not require any additional equipment or accessory 
to carry.  
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6. BRIEF 
 

6.1 Design Goal 

Based on the user interviews and secondary research, all gathered insights in Discover and 

Define phase helped understanding of the focus points to define design goal which is also in 

the same direction of the project aim and scope.  

User research results showed that VI&B people have nearly similar behaviors and common 

challenges in their movement and the usage of public transportation process. Since most of 

the mass transit information is provided by text and visuals, Information without any tactile or 

audio support is a barrier for visually impaired people which makes them avoid to travel 

independently and it brings many challenges in terms of ‘’Scheduling’’, ’Location’’ Safety’’ and 

‘’Identification’’.  

People who are visually impaired or blind need to access all information regarding their 

physical surroundings, correct location of the  stops, identifying correct vehicles and places,  

real-time access on timetables, maps, and routes to feel safe in their journey. However current 

transportation systems, smart assistive devices, and mobile solutions can’t satisfy all the needs 

in one place and VI&B people still need to ask help from others around them. 

Based on the needs and expectation of the VI&B people which were previously analyzed in 

user experience and issues, goal was defined as ‘’developing a system or a product which 

navigates VI&B people and enables them to use public transportation independently, safely and 

easily by providing all the information regarding to their physical surroundings such as bus stops’ 

locations, identifying correct vehicles and places, last updated bus schedules, maps, routes, etc.’’ 

 
. 
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7. CONCEPTUAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

 
 
 
7.1 Idea generation 
 
 
Based on the user needs and the previously mentioned design goal, idea generation phase 

includes a combination of several ideas, technology reviews and different sketches which 

represent the initial phase of the conceptual development. 

 

Initial idea was to provide a GPS based mobile solution which gives real-time public 

transportation information for VI&B people to plan their trips, search nearby stops based on 

their current location, and informed about the schedules and routes.  

 

A variety of mobile applications is currently available which provides public transit information 

for the users and many of them are also accessible for VI&B users supported by the external 

screen readers or voice integrations. However, a few of them helps specifically VI&B users  to 

also navigate them to find the locations like correct stops or terminals and notify the users 

when the public transport arrive at the correct location. So that, besides the real-time access 

on public transport information, the concept should also include navigation functionality which 

guides users find the target locations according to their travel plan.   

 

In order to achieve the needs mentioned above, it’s essential to develop more accurate system 

which enable VI&B people to find the exact location of the bus stops, identify the desired 

vehicle number and get real-time notifications at different stages of their travel, However GPS 

technology is not only enough to fully satisfy these needs because  most of the GPS based 

systems provide limited information with serious of errors since accuracy of the GPS depends 

on additional factors such as satellite positions, atmospheric conditions or quality of the 

receiver [23]. 

 

To provide more accurate information, BLE beacons (Bluetooth low energy beacons) should 

be taken into consideration to use in the system since they allow nearby mobile devices to 

determine their position in a micro scale and sends signals to users based on their location. 
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BLE beacons are low power consuming, and configurable radio transmitter devices which 

provide locational and contextual information for the users. In most cases, they are able to 

provide more precise results than other information provided by the alternative technologies, 

such as GPS and Wi-Fi [24]. 

 

BLE beacons work by broadcasting signals which can trigger different actions in a 

corresponding application in nearby mobile devices to transmit the desired information or 

content to the user. So, placing BLE beacons in different designated areas in the traffic 

environment such as public transport vehicles, bus stops and terminals, traffic lights can 

provide VI&B people with more precise information regarding to their position and enable 

them to be notified about correct location of the bus stops, correct bus numbers, bus arrival 

times etc. 

 

 

Figure 8: BLE beacons trigger mobile devices to get the desired content 

 

On the other hand, mobile application idea requires some additional accessories such as 

headphones or external speakers for better hearing. Since hearing has a crucial role for VI&B 

people to access the information, the concept should also provide a safer listening solution 

which allows users also to be aware of their surroundings. Many of the VI&B people still rely 

on white cane or guide dog for a safe movement so carrying an extra handheld device and 

listening to the guidance directly from the speaker of the device requires too much effort to 

navigate and gather information in same time.  

 

Using headphones with handheld devices reduce attention to the outside stimuli and may 

result in safety risks for the users especially in the traffic environment with moving vehicles. 

According to a study conducted by University of Maryland School of Medicine, in years 

between 2004 and 2011 in the United States, 70 percent of 116 reported accident with evidence 

of using headphone resulted in death [25}. 
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To satisfy the need for safer guidance experience, bone conduction should be considered to 

provide ear free listening experience for the users. In bone conduction headphones, sounds 

are transmitted via vibrations and reach the inner ear bypassing the eardrums by conduction 

through the bones of the skull [26]. Thus, using bone conduction headphone enables VI&B 

people to be aware of their surroundings while they still receive the information support via 

voice. 

 

 

7.2 Narrowing Down the Idea 

 

Since, the solution as mobile application for VI&B people will require several devices to use at 

the same time which is including smartphones for running the application, headsets for hearing 

and white cane or guide dog for safe movement. To eliminate the complexity of the different 

tasks, it was decided to more focus on stand-alone solution which covers all the requirements 

in one single product or device.  

 

To develop a stand-alone device, the initial concept was focused on bone conduction headset 

which guides VI&B people verbally to navigate them. Offering a solution in form of a headset 

provides VI&B people with more flexible and safer movement by leaving their hands free 

which they can still use white cane or guide dog, and keeping their ears open which they are 

still aware of their surroundings.  

 
 
 

             
 
Figure 9: Initial sketch for the headset idea                                  Figure 10: Headset on the user 

 
 
Initial design idea had a quite similar shape with the traditional hairbands which place the users 

head by covering both side of the skull. However, hairband shape may have some limitations 

https://www.britannica.com/science/bone-anatomy
https://www.britannica.com/science/skull
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in terms of ease of use.  A device placed on the head might not be convenient to use for long 

time durations since it may cause pain and pressure on the user’s head. On the other hand, it 

may limit users to wear glasses when the bone conduction part was placed in front of the ears.  

 

Size and weight of the product may be also a concern since carrying the product when it’s not 

used may require extra effort and space to keep.  

 

Based on the initial design idea some improvements and changes have been done to achieve 

more user-centered solution taking up less physical space for the users.  

 

Since bone conduction requires to contact with the temporal bone to best serve the audio 

signals to the inner ear, bone conduction surface still should be placed in front of the ear.  

 

To provide better ear free hearing experience, bone conduction surface should contact with 

the skull to send audio vibrations to the inner ear. Since the area covering the temporal bone 

best serve to transmit the sound to the inner ear, bone conduction surface still should be 

placed in front of the ear. So attachable product could be one solution idea which does not 

require to cover the user’s head and still enable them to use their eyeglasses. 

   

Possible product idea has been sketched which leads to the final design solution. 

 

         
Figure 11: Attachable device idea sketching 
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Figure 12: Quick prototype                                   

 

 

 
Figure 13: Quick prototype attached to glasses   
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8. DESIGN OUTCOME 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 14: BEN concept picture 

 
 
8.1 Overview 
 

BEN is a wearable transport planner and navigation assistant which helps VI&B people to use 

public transportation and navigate them without relying on others.  

 

BEN determines the user’s position by using GPS and provide step by step verbal guidance to 

navigate VI&B people within the city. It allows them to plan their trips by accessing most up-

to-date public transit information. Based on the user’s requests, the system offers the best 

possible travel options by analyzing the local transport schedules, routes, distances and traffic 

conditions. By interacting with Bluetooth Low Energy Beacons, it provides users with more 

accurate positional information and notifies them based on the desired information such as 

correct bus numbers and stops, bus arrival times, durations and distances to the destinations. 

It also enables users to save their favorite routes and landmarks to notify them for the next 

time.  
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BEN offers both voice user interface and tangible user interface for the VI&B people which 

does not require any visual affordances, Interaction between the users and device is 

performed by verbal commands and finger tapings. 

 

Supported by the bone conduction technology, BEN provides an ear-free guiding experience 

which users are always aware of their surroundings while they are still receiving the 

information.  

 

8.2 Physical description 
 
 
BEN consists of two main parts: A 20 mm x 20 mm size body which operates all the functions 

including microphone, bone conduction surface, a touch-operated surface, and an adjustable 

magnetic handle which enables the main body to attach the user’s eyeglasses, 

 

 

 
Figure 15: Touch-operated surface in the front side 
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Figure 16: Bone conduction surface in the back side 
 

 

 

 

Magnetic handle enables users to attach the BEN to their eyeglasses temple which bone 

conduction surface is placed in front of the ear. Through the temporal bones, BEN transfer the 

sound directly to the inner ears. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 17: BEN attached on eyeglasses temple 
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8.3 Customer Journey 
 
 
To get a wider understanding in the functionality of the concept, it is better to describe the 

whole system through the customer journey which demonstrates how users interact with the 

product and their surroundings and how the system could help them to navigate and ease to 

use public transportation independently. 

 

As previously discussed in Chapter 5, based on the conducted interviews and the research,  

user journey by using public transportation was described in four main consecutive steps 

which were  ‘’Planning,’’ ‘’Before boarding’’’, ‘’Boarding & travel ‘’ and ‘’After travel’’.   

To represent how BEN could help VI&B people to fulfill their needs and enhance their public 

transportation and navigation experience in each step of the journey, the whole system was 

described by the experience of a potential user Robin. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: BEN attached on glasses and placed in front of the ear 
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8.4 Journey with BEN  

 

Robin is invited for a workshop and he needs to be in Tallinn University of Technology on 

Monday morning. However, he doesn’t know how to go since it will be his first time to be at 

that address. 

 

 

To plan his trip from his apartment 

to the university campus, Robin 

firstly activates BEN by finger 

tapping to the touch-operated 

surface or by verbally commanding 

‘’BEN’’.  

 

 

 

 

Then he tells to BEN about his 

trip plan and gives some specific 

information such as his main 

destination and the time he 

needs to be in the destination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Robin 

Figure 20: Robin’s travel plan 
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After Robin’s travel request, BEN offers the best travel option by analyzing all the related data 

in the background including the location of the user, local transport schedules, possible routes, 

distances and durations to the destination and traffic conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Robin selects the best travel 

option since it perfectly fits his 

plan. He is also able to plan his 

trip based on the other options 

recommended by BEN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Robin listening the best  travel option provided by BEN 

Figure 22: Robin making the decision 
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Based on the decided travel plan, he leaves from his apartment and starts to walk to nearby 

stop to get the desired bus going to his target destination by following the navigational 

information. BEN navigates Robin by means of GPS and BLE beacons located in different 

designated areas such as buildings, traffic lights, bus stops etc. And by interacting with the BLE 

beacon placed at the bus stop, BEN sends real-time notifications to Robin about his arrival at 

the correct bus stop.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: Robin listening and following the navigational information provided by BEN 

Figure 24: BEN informing Robin about his arrival at the stop 
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After finding the correct bus stop, BEN regularly informs Robin about estimated arrival time, 

delays or updated schedules regarding the corresponding bus. In the meanwhile, bus driver 

gets a notification that there is a VI&B passenger waiting at the bus stop and be informed about 

his destination. Then, when the correct bus arrives to the stop, BEN notifies Robin via voice or 

vibration regarding the arrived bus.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During boarding, Robin does not need to worry about payment or validating his ticket. Thanks 

to the Bluetooth beacons placed in the bus, BEN takes care of the payment and notifies him 

whether payment is successful or not. 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25: BEN notifies Robin about the arrival of the bus 
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During the travel period inside the bus, BEN regularly informs Robin about his current location 

and the next bus stops. Robin gets a notification when the bus arrives at the final stop and 

driver is also notified that VI&B passenger leaves from the bus and he or she ensure that VI&B 

passenger safely moves out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: BEN notifies Robin about the next stop and duration 
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After leaving the bus, BEN starts to navigate Robin to find the correct address or building. After 

a successful trip, Robin can save the route as favorites and can easily access the route 

information for the next time. 

 

 

 

Figure 27: BEN notifies Robin about arrival at the final stop 

Figure 28: BEN navigates Robin to find the final destination 
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9. CONCLUSION 
 

The objective of the thesis was to investigate how to design a better navigation and public 

transportation experience for the visually impaired and blind people.  Literature and user 

research was used to understand the issues of VI&B people’s navigation which makes them 

avoid to use public transportation independently. To understand how the technology plays a 

crucial role for the VI&B people’s lives to carry out their daily duties more independent, 

literature reviews also included existing navigational technologies, tools and applications 

which are specifically designed for VI&B people.  

 

The result of the literature review and user research showed that more independent public 

transportation and navigation experiences require VI&B people to access all related 

information such as the precise location of the stops, correct bus numbers, routes, bus arrival 

times and schedules. However current transportation systems, smart assistive devices, and 

mobile solutions can’t satisfy all the needs in one place. To safely navigate during their travel, 

VI&B people need to use several systems and tools simultaneously such as smartphones or 

handheld GPS devices to receive information, headphones for hearing, white cane or guide 

dog for safe movement. So that independent travel may be a complex thing for VI&B people 

which they need to be occupied with several tasks all at once. 

 

To eliminate the complexity of these simultaneous tasks, the conceptual idea was more focus 

on providing a stand-alone solution which satisfies the user needs by covering all needed 

requirements in one single product or device. 

 

As an outcome of this study, a wearable navigation assistant and transport planner: BEN was 

born which proposes to solve the user’s issues with a single bone conduction-enabled device 

by using the technology of GPS and BLE beacons. 

 

To get a wider understanding in the functionality of the concept, whole system was presented 

through the customer journey which demonstrates how users interact with the product and 

their surroundings, and how the system could help them to navigate, and ease their use of 

public transportation. 

 

Although the final outcome was created to achieve the initial aim of this study, the final concept 

could be done in a different and much better way which it needs more detailed user research 

involving with more VI&B people. Because of the time constraint and the difficulty in finding 
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VI&B participants, user interviews conducted with a small amount of participant was not fully 

enough to generalize all the issues and needs of the VI&B people. 

 

The final concept requires prototyping and testing to evaluate the system for further 

developments. To achieve this aim, all the stakeholders should collaborate including visually 

impaired and blind people, engineers, designers, transport companies and public authorities 

to make the concept applicable in current public transportation systems. 
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